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Description
Reserve
Estimate
In order to achieve wider clearance of this auction, UNSOLD AUCTION
1,000
100,000
LOTS may be purchased at 50% of estimated prices.
The minimum bid acceptable is R1,000 increasing in R500 steps, i.e. for
R1,000 bid, you will receive unsold lots with estimates totalling R2,000, for
R1,500 you will receive unsold lots with estimates totalling R3,000 etc.
By separate email, you may advise all your areas of interest, in this case a
list of lot nos is acceptable.
Bidding on this lot does not imply that lots are sent on approval, they may
only be rejected if they fail to meet our Terms & Conditions (see under
DOWNLOADS). You may be assured that you will receive quality material
at very advantageous prices. Bear in mind that unsold lots are not inferior
in any way and when unsold lots are reoffered in later auctions, they often
attract multiple bids and sell above reserve and even above estimate.
This offer is ideal for collectors, dealers, online traders or exchanges.
Second-hand Lindner 18-Ring album in green with 29 x 'T' pages with
400
500
strips of various sizes, in VF condition. (album)
Stanley Gibbons Senator spring-back binders x 5 (all in black, 2nd-hand
750
1,000
but in VF condition) with 50 new pages in each, a really clean lot, these
new would retail at ±R4,500 in the UK, plus shipping. (5 albums)
Great Britain: 1952-2002 Volumes I & II Stanley Gibbons/ Davo Hingless
1,500
2,500
albums with matching slip-cases in superb used condition, retail price in the
UK (excluding shipping) is £420 (= R8,500). (2 albums)
Africa: 1968-70 Collection covering an accumulation of many countries in
9,000
12,000
large stockbook mostly sets & m/sheets superb UM, includes Basutoland/
Lesotho, Biafra, Botswana, Burundi, Central Africa Republic, Chad, Egypt,
Ivory Coast, Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Rwanda,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Swaziland plus some Indonesia,
Kuwait, Malaysia & Yemen, cat ?2,550 (= R43,000), well worth viewing.
(album)
Anglo-Boer War: Extensive 2 volume collection covering the first & second
10,000
20,000
A-B wars, comprising a wide variety of covers, postmarks etc, written up in
2 x Ring-22 albums but needs to be remounted as collector foolishly used
Prestik to affix information, stamp mounts & some material too! Should be
seen to be fully appreciated with some VF & scarce material noted,
includes POW Camp mail to Bermuda, St. Helena, India, Ceylon etc, OFS
Commando Brief VFU, various siege issues, post cards, some Pietersburg,
etc. (2 albums)
Antigua: 1876 QV 1d lake-rose perf 14 fine MM, SG 17 cat £225 (=
1,000
1,400
R4,500). (1 stamp)
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Australia - Tasmania: 1855 4d grey-blue on thick unwatermarked paper,
believed to be either a Proof or possibly ex the 1889 Reprints (see Robson
Lowe 1952 Handbook), creased across top but still scarce & attractive. (1
item)
Australia - Tasmania: 1856-57 4d blue fresh MM with shallow gum thin but
still scarce & attractive, SG 22 cat £3,250 (= R65,000). (1 stamp)
Australia: 1932 Opening of Sydney Harbour Bridge 5s fine LMM, SG 143
cat £425 (= R8,500). (1 stamp)
Australia: 1945-70 Accumulation of ±300 mostly illustrated FDC's with
some better & useful thematics noted, odd tone spot noted but not too
serious, should be viewed. (small box)
Bechuanaland - Stellaland: 1884 1d top marginal block of 4 fresh MM with
IMPERF VERTICALLY between horizontal pairs & also appears to have
been printed on creased paper, odd minor fault hardly detracts from a
RARE & SPECTACULAR item, SG 1a cat £9,000 (= R180,000+). (block)
Bechuanaland Protectorate: 1913-24 (wmk Simple Cypher) KGV 2d orange
Die II, SW corner control 'W 23' block of 6 (imperf margins), LMM on 1
stamp only, SG 77 cat £300+ as LMM singles (= R6,000+) excluding
premium for UM or this scarce control piece. (block)
Bechuanaland Protectorate: Collection of mostly illustrated FDC's from
1937 Coronation to 1966 Pioneer Corps almost complete (excl Defin sets)
including some special covers & extras, SG 115-201 cat £125+ as used
stamps (= R2,500+), a clean lot. (album)(***Postal only***)
Bechuanaland Protectorate: 1926 Postage Due set in blocks of 4 superb
UM, SG D1-3 cat £200+ as LMM (= R4,000+), very scarce in UM multiples.
(3 blocks)
Bechuanaland Protectorate: 1926 Postage Due set VFU, SG D1-3 cat £275
(= R5,500), a scarce group. (3 stamps)
Belgium: 1900-70's period, small stockbook of mint & used mostly in sets
with some with duplication, cat ?340 (= R5,800). (album)
Botswana: 1978 Bird Definitive set complete, the 3 top values in cyl/ imprint
strips of 5, middle values 25t to 50t in cyl/ imprint/ gutter blocks of 20 &
lower values all in complete double/ gutter panes of 50 superb UM, SG
411-27 cat £135+ (= R2,700+) valued as 5 complete sets only.
(album)(***Postal only***)
Botswana 1987 Animals Definitive, a collection comprising the set spread
across 2 official FDC's plus another set on special JWANENG illustrated &
registered FDC with special "Diamond" cancels, plus another group of all 3
FDC's signed by the designer Philip Huebsch, a complete set of maxicards
also signed by the designer, plus the official booklet with the set UM,
another with a set tied on day of issue plus another booklet unused, the
stamps alone cat £316+ (= R6,300+), a superb assembly. (FDC album)
British Commonwealth: 8 Boxes containing 52 partly remaindered approval
books, strength in Ireland & Southern Africa, viewing recommended. (box)
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Description
Reserve
Estimate
British Commonwealth: Early to modern mixed bag of useful material
500
750
comprising batch of Bechuanaland QV to QEII used on & off paper
(postmark interest!) & 1935 Silver Jubilee x 5 mint sets, Guernsey 1974-75
Military Defin set UM, few pre-Union & Union Revenues & Postal Cards,
various RSA booklets & 1982 Buildings (& other) control blocks plus 1996
Football Champs sheetlet with MISSING BALL variety all UM, also some
1937 Commonwealth KGVI Coronation sets mint, Ciskei 1981 Bird Defins
& Indep control strips UM, plus Sweden 1984 Year Pack, condition mostly
VF. (ring binder)
New Zealand & Canada: 1860-1980 Collection of mainly used with some
400
600
mint (few later period UM), appears to be stronger in early New Zealand
but unchecked for condition, arranged rather haphazardly in clean 32-page
stockbook with some loose in glassine bags, careful checking may be
rewarding. (stockbook)
British Commonwealth: 1860-1960's a FU accumulation in large stockbook
2,800
3,500
including India, Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika, Malaya (Trengganu),
Morocco Tangier, Trinidad & Tobago, Tonga, Tristan da Cunha, Turks &
Caicos Islands, Virgin Islands, Zambia & Zanzibar, cat £750+ (= R15,000).
(album)
British Commonwealth: From 1880-1960's FU accumulation in large
3,000
4,000
stockbook including Cook Islands, Malaya States, Nauru, Newfoundland,
Nigeria, Norfolk Islands, North Borneo, Nyasaland, Papua & New Guinea,
St Christopher & Nevis, St Helena, St Vincent, Sarawak, Seychelles, Sierra
Leone, Singapore, Somaliland & Swaziland, cat £1,140 (= R23,000).
(album)
British Commonwealth: 1885-1950's mix of countries including Ceylon,
4,500
6,000
Malta, Mauritius, Morocco Agencies, Monserrat, Newfoundland, Nigeria,
Nyasaland, Western Samoa & Zanzibar most LMM in album, includes
KEVII to QE short sets etc, cat £1,400+ (= R28,000+), worth viewing.
(album)
World Commonwealth: 1900-1980 stockbook containing Singapore,
1,500
2,000
Seychelles, Somaliland, Swaziland, St Christopher & Nevis, St. Helena, St
Lucia, St Vincent, Sierra Leone, Trinidad & Tobago and Turks & Caicos
Islands parts sets, mostly VF UM & LMM. Contains fair number of
duplicates - ideal dealers stock. (1 album)
British Commonwealth: 1910-36 fine accumulation of KGV singles & part
5,500
7,500
sets in small, but well-filled stockbook, includes Antigua, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland, British Solomon Islands, Cyprus, East Africa & Uganda, Fiji,
Gambia, Gibraltar, Gilbert & Ellis Islands, Gold Coast, Grenada, India,
Ireland, Jamaica, KUT, Leeward Islands, Malta, Morocco Agencies &
Nyasaland, mostly VF MM, cat £1,900 (= R38,000). (album)
British Commonwealth: 1920-60's mixed accumulation in stockbook
2,000
3,000
including Ascension, Australia, Bahamas, Bermuda, Cayman Is, Gibraltar,
Norfolk Island & St Helena fine MM & FU, duplicated range of Bahamas
1954 QEII Defin higher values, cat £680 (= R14,000). (album)
British Commonwealth: 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee omnibus collection of sets
8,000
12,000
mostly LMM &/ or FU, neatly arranged in catalogue order on Pro-fil pages,
an excellent base for further development or resale, cat £2,100+ (=
R42,000+). (ring file)
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Description
Reserve
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British Commonwealth: 1935-1970 stockbook containing accumulation of
1,800
2,500
mainly Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika but also Morocco Tangier, Samoa,
Tonga, Virgin Islands, Zambia & Zanzibar, some rust evident in KUT but
affected stamps not included in valuation, cat £650 (= R13,000). (album)
British Commonwealth: 1935-1970's a mixed accumulation in stockbook
6,000
8,000
including Aden, Aitutaki, Anguilla, Antigua, Ascension, Bahamas, Bermuda,
Barbados, British Antarctic, British Honduras, British Guiana, British
Solomon Islands, Brunei, Cayman Islands, Ceylon, Cook Islands, Channel
Islands & Cyprus, fine MM & FU, cat £2,250+ (= R45,000). (album)
British Commonwealth: 1935-1960's onwards MM & UM accumulation of
3,000
4,000
part sets & singles including Falkland Islands, Fiji, Gambia, Ghana, Gilbert
& Ellis Islands, Gold Coast, Grenada, Hong Kong & Jamaica, cat £1,150 (=
R23,500). (album)
British Commonwealth: 1953 QEII Coronation omnibus issue, a dealer's
300
400
duplicated stock of mint (much UM) & used arranged in alphabetic order in
large stockbook, some sets are toned but most are VF. (stockbook)
British Commonwealth: 1977 QEII Jubilee omnibus issue complete UM
250
350
(appears to be ex 1st distribution comprising 45 sets, 11 m/sheets & 2
booklets) plus special album, brand new condition. (small box)
British Commonwealth: 1981 Royal Wedding omnibus collection of UM
400
600
sets, m/sheets, sheetlets plus some FDC's & related literature, mostly
mounted up in 2 albums. (flat box)
Canada: 1937-38 KGVI Definitive top values (10c to $1 including 10c both
900
1,200
colours) plus coils complete MM/ UM, SG 363-70 cat £220 (= R4,400). (9
stamps)
Cape of Good Hope - Triangulars: 1855-63 1d rose & 4d blue G/FU both
1,100
1,400
with 3 clear margins but cut close at top, SG 5a & 6a cat £390 (= R7,800).
(2 stamps)
Cape of Good Hope & South Africa Union: 1900-1920's (& few more
2,000
4,000
modern) Extensive life-time collection of 200 picture post cards of Port
Elizabeth & environs with a wide variety of views including railways (incl 2
Cape Govt Railway cards), shipping, hotels, street scenes, buildings,
horse-drawn carts, trams, early motor vehicles etc, many are used & better
postmarks are possible but completely unchecked, condition appears to be
mostly fine, odd duplication noted. (small album)
Central & South America: 1850-1900 mostly used ranges with odd mint on
750
950
old-time album leaves, some useful early period material noted with
strength in Brazil & Mexico, well worth careful scrutiny. (leaves)
Congo (Kinshasa):1960-69 Range of sets & m/sheets plus a few Congo
1,000
1,500
(Brazzaville) ex same period on stockcards, mostly UM with few LMM, cat
?350 (= R6,000), a clean lot with some useful thematics noted. (small box)
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Czechoslovakia: 1918-1939 Specialised collection with comprehensive
range of stamps, proofs, controls & covers including Siberian, Scout,
?Charity?, Hradcany & Airmail issues. Each issue has been well covered,
most with some archival material or self-standing item. Some items of note
are (with 1994 SG cat values): (a) Scout 20h overprint - £1,000; (b) Siberia
10kop on Russian stamp - £1,000; (c) 1930 Airmail 5kc (perf 12.25) - £850
& 20kc (perf 13.75 x 12.25) - £850; (d) 1934 National Anthem sheets £1500; (e) ?Charity? period airmail issue - £1000, etc. Cat value (SG 1994)
£20,000++ (= R400,000++). (Note: No value has been placed on any better
items without written certificates, but many European stamps are certified
via expertising h/s's on the reverse, as found in this collection). Beautifully
written up in 14 matching Lindner albums with extra material in 5 large
stockbooks, plus fine lot of invaluable literature, should be viewed to be
fully appreciated, a superior collection seldom seen in South Africa. (3
cartons)
Europa: 1956-94 An extensive collection on pre-printed hingeless pages in
8 albums, almost complete superb & UM, includes many commemorative
m/sheets with high value imperf &/or sheet numbered varieties, also
additional album with leaves for special items but empty, a wonderful lot cat
?9,300+ (= R158,000). (large carton)
Europe: Covering 1900-1960's mixed lot mostly FU with some LMM in 6
stockbooks, countries include Belgium, Hungary, Norway, Poland,
Romania, Spain & Switzerland, estimated cat value ±R12,000. (6 albums)
Europe: 1900-1970's in one stockbook, including German Reich, post WWI
high denomination multiples used & post WWII German Allied occupation
sets. Then also various Europe & GB stamps in used multiples, Europa
sets covering 1957-76 & some sheetlets UM. A valuable accumulation for
dealer or exchanges. Est to catalogue ?2,380 (= R40,000).
Europe: 1960-72 Accumulation of mainly European countries UM & FU in
large stockbook, includes Albania, Andorra, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Isle
of Man, Malta, (Mauritius,) Monaco, Norway, Portugal & Sweden, with
some m/sheets & sheetlets noted, value ±R24,500. (album)
Finland: 1900-1950's a fine mostly FU collection/ accumulation in one
Larsson pre-printed album & one stockbook, good range of complete
commem sets plus duplication of many stamps, cat ±?260 (= R4,400). (2
albums)
France: 1860-1960 collection/ accumulation FU in stockbook, includes
earliest defins (unchecked, good finds possible) & later commemoratives
(with many duplicates), ideal for specialist or dealer, cat ±?500 (= R8,500).
(album)
France: 1876-1973 A fairly substantial collection in two pre-printed albums,
1st mostly mint & 2nd album used. 1st album with water damaged affecting
front 20 pages, cat ±?1,800 (= R30,000) based on complete sets with
singles & incomplete sets largely ignored. (2 albums)
France: 1900-1975, a fine accumulation of MM, UM & FU including some
colonies in stockbook, France includes art issues from 1961-75 UM & FU
with duplication, ideal for dealer &/or exchanges, cat ±?530 (= R9,000).
(album)
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Description
Reserve
Estimate
France: 1946-99 An extensive collection in 6 pre-printed hingeless albums,
8,000
12,000
earlier material is used, from 1967 onwards mostly complete & UM, with
some additional issues on stock pages, cat ?2,800+ (= R48,000). (large
carton)
French Colonies: Basic collection of mostly used early period with some
200
400
mint, in large ring binder. (album)
French Colonies - Algeria, Morocco & Tunisia: 1888-1960 mint & used
700
1,200
collection neatly mounted on Yvert pre-printed leaves, STC £1,400 (=
R28,000), an attractive lot. (flat box)
French Colonies: 1956-1987 A superb mostly UM collection of mainly
6,000
7,500
French Antarctic plus French Polynesia in stockbook, also some France
Council of Europe & UNESCO sets in singles & blocks, cat ?2,200 (=
R37,000). (album)
Germany (DDR, Berlin & West): 1950-70's Accumulation of ±300
800
1,000
commercial covers & some FDC's mostly sent by air (many registered) to
South Africa, wide variety of stamps, cancels & themes noted, mostly in
fine condition, well worth viewing. (small box)
Germany Bayern: Late 1800 to early 1900's over 650+ mint & used post
400
600
cards & Postal Stationery Postal Cards with fine range of postmarks
including some BAHNPOST railway cancels, few cards have filing
punch-holes, overall condition mixed to VF, well worth viewing. (medium
box)
Germany Wurttemberg: Late 1800 to early 1900's Postal Stationery Postal
200
300
Cards & picture post cards, ±200 with fine range of postmarks, condition is
mixed to VF. (small box)
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German Reich: Late 1800 to early 1900's post cards & Postal Stationery
Postal cards, over 400 cards with wide variety of cancels, includes 8 x
BAHNPOST railway cancels, some cards with filing punch-holes, overall
condition is mixed to VF. (small box)
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German Reich 1872-1945 impressive collection of both mint (mostly UM) &
used in 2 pre-printed albums, fine coverage includes most Official sets, well
worth viewing, cat ?10,600 (= R180,000). (2 albums)
German Reich: 1933-45 Superb collection in pre-printed album with stamps
being superb UM (odd stamp is FU), also includes Officials & Feldpost
issues plus some m/sheets, cat ?6,300 (= R107,000). (album)
German Colonies: 1897-1916 Small range LMM & FU on pre-printed pages
including Caroline Islands, China, East Africa, Kiautchou, Morocco, Turkey,
Samoa, South West Africa & Togo, cat ?360 (= R6,000+). (album)
Germany - Danzig: 1920-39 Collection mostly LMM in pre-printed album,
nice range including Official & Post Due sets, STC ?2,900 (= R49,000).
(album)
Germany - Russian Occupation: 1945-46 Small collection in 1 pre-printed
album, UM & VFU, includes Berlin, Dresden, Leipzig, Mecklenburg,
Sachsen & Thüringen, cat ?250 (= R4,250). (album)
Germany - Allied Occupation: 1945-50 Small collection of French, British &
America Occupation UM & FU in pre-printed album, cat ?295 (= R5,000).
(album)
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Germany East: 1950-90 Comprehensive, impressive collection UM & FU in
10 pre-printed albums, early period mixed mint & used but fairly complete
UM from 1959 onwards (some 1966 sets missing), includes many m/sheets
& sheetlets, cat ?5,400 (= R92,000). (carton)
German Berlin: 1945-90 Excellent collection almost complete in pre-printed
album mostly FU (odd stamp is UM), includes some m/sheets & fine range
of Automarken issues, cat ?1,775 (= R30,000). (album)
Germany Berlin: 1948-81 Collection mostly UM (very few LMM) in Davo
hingeless album with slip-case, odds pre-1960 period & stronger thereafter
but with many gaps still to fill, a very clean lot cat ±?300 (= R5,000).
(album)
Germany Berlin: 1955-90 Very fine collection both UM & VFU in 3
pre-printed albums, some pre 1955 sets still required otherwise fairly
complete thereafter, cat ?1,900 (= R32,000). (3 albums)
Germany West: 1948-81 Mostly UM (very few LMM) collection in Davo
hingeless album with slip-case, includes some 1945-48 Allied Zone issues,
few pre-1960 period but a bit stronger thereafter with some gaps yet to fill,
a very clean lot cat ±?600 (= R10,000). (album)
Germany West: 1949-2004 Extensive collection UM & VFU in 9 pre-printed
albums, some missing & some only UM or FU, cat ?5,200 (= R88,000). (9
albums)
German Federal Republic (West): 1951-90 Good collection almost
complete in 3 pre-printed albums mostly UM (odd stamps are used).
Includes some m/sheets & 2 Automarken sets, cat ?1,920 (= R32,700). (3
albums)
West Germany: 1965-90s Large lot comprising 2000 to 3,000+ unused
Postal Stationery Postal Cards, many apparently in complete sets.
(medium box)
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Ghana: 1957-68 Almost complete collection in pre-printed hingeless album,
includes higher value m/sheets plus SG 332-34 set with colour variations
(cat £8+), some early period LMM but majority superb UM, SG 166-509 cat
£365 (= R7,300). (album)
Gibraltar & Malta: 1886-1970's, a fine accumulation of both countries in
stockbook with frequent duplicates MM & FU, cat £1,360 (= R27,000).
(album)
Great Britain: 1840-51 QV to KGVI collection G/FU neatly hinged in small
springback album, begins with 2 x Penny Blacks, 1 with 4 margins but
close at base, other 3 margins but cut into at top, 7 x imperf 1d Reds
(mostly cut into), 2 x imperf 2d Blues (1st - 3 margins but cut into at base,
other 2 margins), 7 x perf 1d Reds (without plate nos) & 39 with plate nos,
4 x perf 2d Blues, selection of later QV with 2/6d x 3, 5s x 2 & 10s single,
basic KEVII range incl 2/6d x 3, 5s x 2 & 10s single, basic KGV range incl
10s Re-engraved Seahorse, KGVI appears complete, worth closer
inspection. (small album)
Great Britain: Lindner hingeless blue album with pages complete from
1840-1951 (QV to KGVI) with matching slip-case, contains some G/FU
stamps from 1887 onwards incl KEVII & KGVI 2/6d & 5s vals plus 1951
Festival High Value set, very clean. (album)
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Reserve
Estimate
Great Britain: KEVII High Values (either ex 1902-10 or 1911-13 printings),
2,000
3,000
2/6d (4 shades) & 5s (3 shades) all G/FU, cat ±£1,400 (= R28,000),
estimated at well below UK trade price. (7 stamps)
Great Britain: Large plastic bag filled with KGV Definitive kiloware mix ex
500
1,000
1924-36 period & mostly on piece including multiples & combinations, with
some 2/6d & 5s Seahorses off paper separated into 2 glassine bags, many
useful postmarks & some perfins noted, a clean & most unusual lot that is
seldom seen these days, weighs 2.4kgs, well worth closer inspection.
(small carton)
Great Britain: 1929-83 Fairly complete collection of commems in stockbook
2,000
3,000
mostly UM, SG 434-1210 cat £630 (= R12,500). (album)
Great Britain: Collection of mainly used with some mint in SG Windsor
2,000
3,000
pre-printed album plus 2 stockbooks with some loose material, few
oddments pre-1934, fine range of KGVI & QEII including high values in
sets, QEII ordinary & phosphor sets apparently complete VFU, also
Presentation Packs including 1965 Battle of Britain & 1972-83 Year Packs
complete, some Decimal Machins & Regionals to 50p plus 1977 £1, £2 &
£5 all in control blocks of 6, plus 5 booklets incl 1969 £1 Cooks (stitched) &
1972 Wedgewood (½p side band with perfs trimmed) & 1980-83 Prestige
booklets (these alone cat £70+(= R1,400), condition appears VF but should
be viewed as odd tone spot noted, high cat value & well worth the estimate.
(small box)
Great Britain: 1952-77 Accumulation of used QEII commems & defins in
300
400
stockbook, some foxing noted in some places, well suited for dealer or
online trader, cat ±£110 (= R2,200). (album)
Great Britain: 1953-70 QEII pre-decimal collection in Lighthouse hingeless
2,500
3,500
album mostly FU, some gaps mostly in Wilding defins but fair degree of
completion in commems, most high value sets & useful Postage Dues
noted - these alone STC £350 (= R7,000), a VF base for further expansion,
album alone retails at ±R2,000. (album)
Great Britain: Collection of ±300 illustrated FDC's (odd plain cover) mostly
600
800
from 1960-70's period with fair coverage, some odd tone spotting but most
are fine. (small plastic box)
Great Britain: 1967-73 Fine lot of QEII commem sets between SG 751-938
500
750
in UM multiples, cat £390 (= R8,000) with some additional oddments
included gratis, excellent lot for dealer or online trader. (sheet file)
Great Britain: 1971-86 QEII Decimal collection in Lighthouse hingeless
2,500
3,500
album (with matching slip-case) superb UM, commems 1971-86 complete
with some gaps in 1971-92 Machin defins, but including all high values plus
½p (1 side band) & all three Decimal Postage Due sets - these alone STC
£180+ (= R3,600), a VF base for further expansion, album alone retails at
±R2,400. (album)
Great Britain: Complete run of GPO commem Presentation Packs from
400
600
1971 Ulster Paintings to 1978 Architecture (missing only 1975 Sailing),
mostly VF but those before 1972 Christmas with "shrunk" plastic covers,
which is normal for these, SG 881-1057 cat £180+ (= R3,600). (small box)
Great Britain (Bernera Island): 1980's Kings & Queens of England, the
1,000
2,000
complete set of 42 x 22k gold foil local issues in special album, album
showing some tone spotting but stamps are VF, an unusual lot. (album)
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Great Britain: 1987-99 QEII Decimal collection in Lighthouse hingeless
2,000
3,000
album (with matching slip-case) superb UM, commems 95% complete with
some gaps in Machin defins, but including most high & some Regionals, a
VF base for further expansion, album alone retails at ±R2,400. (album)
Great Britain - Officials: 1896 QV ½d ARMY OFFICIAL overprint with
900
1,200
'OFFICIAl' variety fine MM, SG O41a cat £300 (= R6,000). (1 stamp)
Great Britain - Officials: 1891-1900 QV 2d with DOT TO LEFT of 'T' variety
1,800
2,500
[SG 070b cat £400 (= R8,000)], but also ovpt SPECIMEN [SG O70s cat
£300 (= R6,000)] fine MM, this variety must be VERY RARE with
SPECIMEN ovpt. (1 stamp)
Channel Islands: 1969-78 Collection of Guernsey, Jersey & Isle of Man all
250
350
UM pre-printed hingeless album, incomplete but easy to do so, cat £60 (=
R1,200). (album)
Guernsey & Jersey: 1969-92 Small collection on 4 stock pages covering
600
800
most early issues & m/sheets plus 1969 & 71 Postage Due sets all superb
UM, some water damage at base of pages but affected stamps have been
excluded from valuations, Guernsey SG 13-559 & Jersey SG 15-243 cat
£185 (= R3,700). (album)
Bophuthatswana, Ciskei & Transkei: 1977-90's Accumulation of 40
1,000
1,500
commercial covers with a useful variety of envelopes (incl reg'd), stamps,
cancels, rates etc, plus a large accumulation of commercially used from all
4 Homelands crammed into window envelopes & some loose (on piece), an
interesting lot that is increasingly difficult to find. (sleeve)
Hong Kong: 1891 QV 2c Jubilee VF LMM, SG 51 cat £475 (= R9,500). (1
1,600
2,000
stamp)
Hong Kong: 1938-52 KGVI Extensive collection including basic set
15,000
20,000
complete (only $10 green & violet SG 161 missing) with many shades
beyond SG listing, includes 27 blocks, plate blocks, gutter blocks or pairs
etc, all VF UM or LMM, cat ±£4,500+ (= R90,000+) excluding any premium
for positional pieces etc, $5 dull lilac & scarlet SG 159 block of 4 not taken
into account due to toning, a great lot for the specialist or dealer. (sleeve)
Iceland: 1939-97 Collection of UM sets on leaves, base of some pages
2,000
3,000
with water damage & affected sets excluded from valuations, Mi 210-869
cat ?700 (= R12,000). (album)
Indian Convention States - Chamba: Range of QV issues including Officials
1,500
2,000
mostly fresh MM, between SG 1-17 & O1-21, plus some KGVI LMM (SG
117-119 & O66-67), fine lot cat £420 (= R8,400), includes 3 stamps with
faults but excluded from valuation. (19 stamps)
India Convention States - Chamba: 1938 KGVI Definitive set to 10r
2,400
3,000
(missing 1r only) VF LMM, SG 82-93, 95-97 cat £600+ (= R12,000+), a
scarce group. (15 stamps)
Ireland: 1922-74 Small stock book of mostly FU, including some decent
1,200
1,500
early issues, some sets duplicated, album with some foxing but affected
stamps excluded from valuation, cat £540 (= R11,000). (album)
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Israel: Collection in 2 ?White Ace? pre-printed albums, 1st album 1948-71
primarily LMM but some UM, better items with full tabs are 1949
Jerusalem, Coins, UPU & Postage Dues, 1950 University, Airmails,
Games, Negev Camel, 1951 Tel Aviv, 1952 Menorah (this is UM cat $270 =
R4,500) & 1963 Halbanon sheet UM (cat $44 = R730), also some
tête-bêche strips etc noted, 2nd album 1972-83 all UM with tabs &
m/sheets (fairly complete) plus some plate blocks, better items alone cat
$1,400 (= R20,000), a clean lot with some early gaps to be filled, bonus of
2 additional albums with used oddments included gratis, highly
recommended. (4 albums)
Israel: 1949-76 Collection of singles with tabs &/or plate blocks (in most
cases both) arranged in 9 ring files & mostly UM with few earlier issues
LMM, not complete but VF coverage & a wonderful base for further
development, 1st album alone cat $190 (= ±R3,000). (large carton)
Israel: 1950-60?s Fine range of 60 airletters plus 12 Postal Cards (mainly
mint but some used) mostly mounted up in a springback album, condition
for the most part is excellent, an unusual lot well worth viewing.
(album)(***Postal only***)
Israel: 1950-70's Collection with fine range of UM issues with tabs, plus
FDC's & maxicards from 1950's to early 1970's contained in 3 albums, 1
stockbook & 1 file, not checked for completeness but appears to be fairly
comprehensive, includes some earlier oddments & some postal stationery,
many attractive thematics noted. (medium carton) (***Postal only***)
Israel: 1951-77 Collection of complete sheets apparently all UM & housed
in 9 ring files, not complete but VF coverage & a wonderful base for further
development, many useful thematic noted, 1st album alone cat $300 (=
±R4,500). (large carton)
Italy: 1973-85 Collection of UM & FU in a 32-page stockbook, plus
unaddressed FDC's 1962-84 in 3 albums, appears to be fairly complete for
the periods mentioned but not checked, many useful thematics noted,
unusual lot in this neck of the woods. (medium box)
Italian Somaliland: 1932-38 Set complete (excl 7½c value, a cheap stamp)
all perf 14 (except 35c, 2.25L & 20L are perf 12) VF UM (odd low value with
minor fault but of insignificant value), Mi 171C-88C cat ?2,100+ as LMM (=
R35,500+), a very scarce set in this condition. (17 stamps)
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika - East Africa & Uganda: 1912-21 KGV Defin
20r FU, very slight perf fault at NW, SG 59 cat £500 (= R10,000), a scarce
stamp. (1 stamp)
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika: 1938-54 KGVI Definitive 10s all 3 perf types
VF LMM. SG 149, a & b cat £265 (= R5,300). (3 stamps)
Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika & Tanzania: 1961-68 Fine base collection on
pre-printed pages superb UM, few sets missing & some duplication noted,
KUT SG 203-59, Kenya SG 1-35, Tanzania SG 108-251, Uganda SG
111-26 cat £295 (= R6,000) (album).
Kuwait: 1958-69 collection in pre-printed album with only 1st couple of
issues LMM otherwise superb UM, fairly complete with odd few sets still
required, cat ?600 (= R10,000) (album)
Lesotho: 1980-81 6s surcharge on 5c Brown Diamond in a complete B
pane of 25 with BASOTHO HAT & 5s OMITTED superb UM, SG 410AC cat
£625+ as singles (= R12,500+), superb exhibition item. (stock page)
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Lesotho: 1980-81 5s surcharge on 6s on 5c Brown Diamond in a complete
2,000
2,500
A pane of 25 with SECOND SURCHARGE (6s & bars) DOUBLE, 2ND
STRIKE ALBINO (some inverted due to fold-over & partly offset, sheet
should be viewed to to be fully appreciated) superb UM, SG 410Af cat
£500+ as singles (= R10,000+), a VF exhibition item. (stock page)
Lesotho: 1984 Butterflies - Imperf Progressive Proofs of 9 lower values to
2,400
3,000
the 30c (x 5 Proofs for each value = 45 Proofs) superb UM, ex the
liquidated stocks of Format Security Printers (see SG footnote), a most
attractive assembly. (2 sleeves)
Lesotho: 1986-88 & 1990-91 Surcharges on various Birds Definitives UM,
900
1,200
used & some multiples all identified by SG nos & arranged on leaves
including some better items, includes 1981 original Bird Defin set in official
First Day folder, STC £350+ (= R7,000), a useful lot for the specialist.
(sleeve)
Lesotho: 1986-88 Bird Definitive 35s on 25s, SE corner plate 1A block of 6
2,500
3,000
with SURCHARGE DOUBLE plus complete OFFSET OF DOUBLE
SURCHARGE on reverse superb UM, SG 720ba cat £600 (= R12,000).
(block)
Malawi: 1964-75 Collection of commem sets & m/sheets from 1964
400
600
Christmas to 1975 Ships superb UM, SG 228-489 cat £100 (= R2,000).
(leaves)
Malaysia - Kelantan: 1937 Sultan Ismail set complete to $2 (missing $5
2,000
3,000
only) VF LMM, a very attractive & scarce KGVI issue, SG 40-53 cat £600 (=
R12,000). (14 stamps)
Malta: 1863-2016 Fairly comprehensive collection of mint &/or used with
3,000
4,000
most latter material being UM, housed in 4 Davo Hingeless albums with
slip-cases, includes sets, singles, m/sheets, Postage Dues etc, additional
duplicated stock in looseleaf album plus fine range of FDC?s 1960?s-2013
in 5 albums, also some loose material & related literature, condition is
mixed with rust intrusion affecting mostly the earlier period but even in
some cases into the 1990?s, however better items in good condition cat
£1,050+ (= R21,000+) which excludes anything post-1973 with many useful
UM thematics noted in this period, viewing is recommended. (2 cartons)
Mauritius: 1879-2010 QV to QEII collection, scattered ranges used
900
1,200
arranged on Prinz Pro-Fil pages, includes 1938-49 & 1950 KGVI sets plus
1953-58 QEII set complete FU, these alone cat £220 (= R4,400), STC
£500+ (= R10,000+), a useful base. (album)
Natal: 1880 Mourning cover with 3 x 1874 QV 4d SG 69 (x 3) tied by light
900
1,200
G.P.O./ NATAL/ 9 6 1880 cds's to UK with part MAIDSTONE/ JY 12 80
arrival b/s, minor handling evident, SG 69 rated by SG from £180+ (=
R3,600) on cover. (cover)
Netherlands: 1852-1977 Collection in one Davo hingless pre-printed album
2,500
3,000
FU, many gaps noted but includes earliest 1800's issues, minor rust
evident but affected stamps have been excluded from valuation, Mi cat
?1,100 (= R18,500). (album)
Netherlands: 1870-1980 Fine accumulation of material in 2 stockbooks mint
2,000
2,500
& FU, ideal for collector, dealer, exchanges or online trading, includes good
range of early postage dues, cat ±?650 (= R11,000). (2 albums)
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Netherlands: 1862-1977, mixed lot in 2 albums; (i) Pre-printed album of
Dutch & Dutch colonies FU (including Curaco, Indonesia & New Guinea),
minor rust intrusion; (ii) Stockbook of Dutch defins mostly used with
duplication, cat ?1,900 (= R32,000) with valuation largely based on
complete sets only. (2 albums)
Netherlands Colonies: 1870-1980 Fine collection in stockbook mint & FU,
includes Antilles, Curacao, New Guinea & Suriname with many complete
sets & duplicates, ideal for a trader or exchanges, cat ?800 (= R13,500).
(album)
New Republic: 1886-87 2d on blue granite paper no Arms (dated 24 May
86) VF LMM, SG 27 cat £300 (= R6,000). (1 stamp)
Northern Rhodesia: 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee 2d value with DOT LEFT OF
CHAPEL variety, FU with BROKEN HILL cds close but not obscuring
variety, SG 19g cat £350 (= R7,000), a very scarce item. (1 stamp)
Norway: 1856-1981 used collection in Davo hingeless album with slip-case,
few pre-1910 period but fairly comprehensive thereafter with some gaps
still to fill, a very clean lot. (album)
Nyasaland - British Central Africa: 1893 2d "EXTERNAL" Postal Stationery
Card HG 2, VFU from BLANTYRE/ B.C.A./ 27 JY 98 to UK with part
BOURNEMOUTH arrival b/s, superb & scarce in such fine condition. (card)
Nyasaland - British Central Africa: 1898 ONE PENNY/ INTERNAL
POSTAGE (SG 54-57) fine lot including cover bearing perf 12 tied by
TSHIROMO/ JU 24 98 cds, 1d imperf Setting I, 2 others Setting II & 4 x 1d
perf 12 all without control nos at back, mostly fine, a VF assembly.
(stockcard)
Pitcairn Islands: 1940-78 Small collection in stockbook with some
duplication mostly UM, STC £280 (= R5,600). (album)
Rhodesia - UDI: Picture postcard of former Prime Minister Ian Smith &
signed by him, VF, unusual & scarce. (postcard)
Rhodesia & Zimbabwe: 1966-80 part sheets & multiples of various issues
superb UM in 3 sheet files, unchecked for varieties, excellent lot for dealer
or online trader dealer, cat £530 (= R10,500). (3 sheet files)
Rhodesia - Zimbabwe: 1980-83 Range of complete sets in complete sheets
of 50 UM, comprising 1980 Defin set (5 lower values in sheets of 100,
excludes later issued 40c value), 1981 Disabled & Trees, 1982 Rock
Paintings, Scouts & Dr. Koch plus 1983 World Ploughing Contest & World
Communications, SG 576-635 cat £320 (= R6,400). (sheet file)
Rhodesias: 1896-1970 Useful collection of postmarks from all periods with
many on piece, from BSA Company to Rhodesia UDI period, mostly
arranged alphabetically in 32-page A5 stockbook, well worth closer
inspection. (small stockbook)
Rhodesias: 1924-2000 A collection/ accumulation of mint (including UM) &
used covering all the Rhodesias on stockleaves & in sleeves or envelopes,
some better sets noted, airletters & literature, mixed to VF condition,
viewing advised. (flat box)
Rhodesias: 1931-80's A wide duplicated selection of mostly illustrated
FDC's of Southern Rhodesia, Rhodesia & Nyasaland, Rhodesia UDI period
plus some Zimbabwe, lot includes some political & special event covers
plus good range of defin issues noted, mostly in VF condition, huge cat
value, superb lot for a dealer or online trader. (box)
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Description
Reserve
Estimate
Rhodesias: 1960-1980's with some earlier oddments, a fine accumulation
3,000
4,000
of all Rhodesias in stockbook - contains some high values but also
multiples & duplicates of commem sets & defin lower to middle values,
ideal for online trader or dealer's stock - mostly UM, cat ±£1,000 (=
R20,000). (album)
Rhodesias: 1963-82 Range of 43 illustrated FDC?s includes 2 ex 1963
400
600
Rhodesia & Nyasaland Federation period, then a fairly comprehensive run
from 1965 ITU to 1973 mostly official types including 1966 Harrison Defin,
some interesting variations, registered covers, cancels, labels etc, plus few
ex Zimbabwe, mostly VF unaddressed, STC R2,400+. (FDC album)
Russia: 1900-1960's Extensive collection/ accumulation both LMM & FU in
1,500
2,000
2 stockbooks plus further lot on loose album pages, a VF base to build
upon. (2 albums)
South Africa Union - Interprovincial: Cape of Good Hope KEVII 4d Postal
1,000
1,200
Stationery Registered Envelope with Transvall KEVII 1d, tied by
BURGHERSDORP/ AP 25 12 (OFS) cds with unframed reg'n h/s, sent via
PRETORIA to NYLSTROOM/ 27 APR 12 arrival b/s, VF & scarce
interprovincial period stationery combination usage. (cover)
South Africa Union: Duplicated range of Revenues from 1913 (vals to £10
500
750
incl all 3 x £1's & both £2's), 1931 to 5s, 1938 to 1s, 1943 to £1, 1946 to £2,
1954 QEII to 2s, 1954 Arms to £5, 1961 to R10, 1968 to R2 arranged in
small stockbook, STC £200++ (= R4,000++) excluding duplication. (small
stockbook)
South Africa Union: 1927 London Pictorial 2/6d pair (perf 14) VF UM, SG
1,500
2,000
37 cat £150+ as LMM (= R3,000+), SACC 37 cat R6,500 as UM. (pair)
South Africa Union: 1930-32 "Aviation in Africa" Magazine starting with the
500
600
1st edition - Volume I to 12 almost complete (missing nos 3, 6 & 9 but incl 2
x Vol 10), plus Volume II nos 2, 3, 4 & 6, mostly in VF condition, packed
with valuable & interesting information & advertising from this early period
of commercial avaition, a very scarce lot for the aerophilatelist. (14 items)
South Africa Union: 1930-44 Rotogravure Unhyphenated 1s yellow-brown
1,000
1,500
& blue pair (wmk inv, SG 48bw, SACC 49b) with BLUE LINE UNDER 'F' of
AFRIKA variety (UHB V5, R4/1) VF LMM, of same scarcity & value as the
listed 'Twisted Horn' variety, which is cat £225 (= R4,500). (pair)(***Postal
only***)
South Africa Union: 1933-48 Hyphenated Unscreened Pictorials - 10s blue
1,500
2,000
& sepia block of 4, 1st stamp with PROJECTION on '1' of right '10/-' (UHB
V1, R1/3) plus unlisted WEAK ENTRY of frames on adjacent stamp,
superb UM, SG 64cv cat £130+ (= R2,600+), SACC 63v R3,200+ but both
valuations excluding any premium for the variety. (block)
South Africa Union: 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee 3d & 6d values in marginal
1,000
1,600
blocks of 4 (3d is NW corner block) superb UM, SG 67-68 cat £90+ as
LMM (= R1,800+), SACC 66-67 cat R4,950 as UM. (2 blocks)
South Africa Union: 1937 KGVI Coronation x 15 sets in pairs FU, SG 71-75
200
300
cat £150 (= R3,000), SACC 70-74 cat R1,560, useful lot for dealer or online
trader. (75 pairs)
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South Africa & SWA: 1938 Official Presentation Folder presented to
3,500
4,500
delegates at the 1938 ITU Conference in Cairo, containing mounted Union
of SA & SWA Pictorials & commem pairs including SA 1927 London 10s
(perf 14 x 13½ down), 1930-44 Roto 2d, 3d (blue), 4d (redrawn), 6d, 1s &
2/6d (better green & brown shade), 1933-48 Hyphenated ½d, 1d, 1½d & 5s
(latter with wmk inv), plus SWA 1931 Pictorial set without the 2 airs (mixed
perfs up & down) etc, stamps cat SG £740 (= R15,000), SACC R13,750, a
most unusual & attractive item. (folder)
South Africa Union: 1954 Animals (Springbok wmk) 2d Zebra, top marginal
2,000
3,000
block of 4, all 4 stamps with PARTIAL DRY PRINT, LMM on top margin
only & with normal block for easy comparison, SACC 153a cat from R3,000
per stamp, i.e. = R12,000. (block)
South Africa Union - Postage Dues: 1927-28 set plus 1932-42 set both in
700
1,000
LMM & FU, SG D17-29a cat £190+ (= R3,800+), SACC 17-28a cat
R4,000+. (sleeve)
South Africa Union - Postage Dues: 1927-28 & 1932-42 sets fairly
1,000
1,500
complete fine LMM, 1st set - 3d value with small tone spot, 6d black &
greenish grey shade included (SACC 21a, recently listed but unpriced), 2nd
set complete including duplication of 6d values & difficult to assemble with
all the shades, SG D17-21 & D22-9, SACC 17-21a & 24-28 etc, cat
R6,600+. (sleeve)
South Africa Union - Postage Dues: 1948-49 set complete in blocks of 4
1,500
2,000
superb UM, SG D34-8 cat £320 (= R6,400), SACC 33-7 cat R7,200. (5
blocks)
South Africa Union - Postage Dues: 1948-49 Capital ?D? issue - 2d strip of
1,000
1,500
4, right pair both with THICK (DOUBLE) '2D' varieties VF UM, SG 36a cat
£248+ (= R5,000+), SACC 36a cat R5,000+. (strip)(***Postal only***)
South Africa pre-Union, Union & Republic collection of mostly mint (some
1,000
1,500
UM) & /or used, plus some covers & maxicards, few pre-Union incl
Transvaal 1895 1d SG 215c SW corner block of 6 UM, 2nd stamp with
CRACKED PLATE variety (SACC 222c cat R2,200), scattered range of
Union with some useful Pictorial pairs noted, 1926 4d Triangle FU on 1926
cover, RSA period to 1994 mixed LMM (some UM) &/or used & not
included in valuation, worth buying for Union period alone. (album)
South Africa Union & Republic: 1910-92 Extensive collection neatly written
2,000
3,000
up & housed in 13 ring binders incl LMM, UM, FU & covers, from Union
1910 2½d & KGV set to 10s used (excl 1/3d & £1), nice Union coverage,
RSA period includes VF range of control blocks, m/sheets, FDC's &
Maxicards etc. (large carton)
South Africa Union & Republic: 1913-75 Mixed lot of LMM, UM & FU with
700
850
many duplicates in 4 stockbooks, useful lot for dealer or online trader,
minor rust intrusion but affected stamps excluded from valuation. (4
albums)
South Africa Union & Republic: 1926-77 Mixed LMM, UM & FU collections
2,000
3,000
in 3 similar DAVO pre-printed albums, definitive sets mostly excluded but
with most commemoratives for this period - ideal for online trader or dealer,
STC ±R13,000. (3 albums)
South Africa Union & Republic: 1948-78 part sheets & multiples in 5 sheet
10,000
15,000
files superb UM & unchecked for varieties etc, contents of each file fully
listed, superb dealer lot cat £5,200 (= R100,000+). (5 sheet files)
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South Africa Union & Republic: 1950-90's Large accumulation mostly RSA
1,500
2,000
with some Union commercial covers plus a useful range of philatelic covers
created to obtain unusual postmarks, wide variety of Reg Envelopes,
adhesives, postmarks, rates, tax & instructional markings etc noted, partly
sorted into 6 smaller boxes, a wonderful original lot for the postmark
specialist or postal historian, weighs 18kgs. (large carton)
South Africa Union & Republic: The Special & Commemorative Postmarks,
250
400
Cachets & Covers of South Africa 1892-1975 (by H. Reisener, 1975),
special subscriber?s edition signed by author, in VF condition, dust jacket
affixed to cover, a must-have book for the Union & RSA collector or dealer.
(book)
South Africa Republic: 1961-88 Dealer's 32-page stockbook very well-filled
600
900
with duplicated commems UM & fine mostly commercially used (not CTO),
neatly arranged in catalogue order, VF condition & huge catalogue value.
(stockbook)
South Africa Republic: 1965-93 Collection of UM commems & defin cyl
300
400
blocks with few better early items & some Union oddments noted, strength
in 1977-81 Protea Defins most of which which are written up on leaves,
room for further expansion, viewing recommended. (2 albums)
South Africa Republic: 1970-77 accumulation of cylinder blocks & strips for
250
300
this period mostly UM in stockbook, with some rust evident & priced
accordingly. (album)
South Africa Republic: 1972-90 Good accumulation of cylinder blocks/
800
1,000
strips & m/sheets for this period (including some date / wmk varieties), in
stockbook superb UM, STC ±R4,500. (1 album)
South Africa Republic - First Flight covers: 1979-89 Wide range of ±200
1,000
2,000
flown covers from & into RSA with many signed, includes fine batch
Kempair & AIRPHILSA issues etc, also includes some literature, condition
appears to be VF throughout. (small box)
South Africa Republic: 1974-77 Considerable stock of 2nd Defins (Birds,
700
900
Fish & Flowers) cylinder blocks (many duplicates & date varieties), plus few
SA Union sets & cyls & selection of world bird & flower thematics, all in
stockbook, some rust intrusion noted & excluded from valuation. Mostly
UM, STC ±R3,500. (album)
South Africa Republic: 1978-86 Collection of unaddressed SA Airforce
400
600
covers from 1-24 incl no.2 x 2, no.4 both ordinary & signed, thereafter
ordinary &/or signed, plus SA Airways Flight covers from no 4-42, plus
some other oddments, duplication in places, in fine FDC album. (album)
South Africa Republic Special covers: 1978-91 Duplicated range of ±200
1,000
1,500
covers including SA Airforce (nos 1-49), SA Navy (nos 1-10) plus other
Military covers, ordinary &/or signed, mostly fine but backflaps stuck down
in many cases, some scarce covers noted, should be viewed. (small box)
South Africa Republic: 1982-87 4th Definitive Buildings, duplicated dealer's
500
600
stock of cylinder blocks incl original set plus reprints & varieties superb UM
with some VFU-CTO, STC ±R2,600. (album)
South Africa Republic: 1982-87 Building Definitive set including 4 new
600
1,000
values in complete sheets, all but 7c & 9c are reprints ex 1983-88 period &
all VF UM, SG 511-27a cat ±£500 (= R10,000+), SACC cat R5,500+, face
value alone is R357. (large sleeve)
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South Africa Republic: 1993-97 6th Definitive Succulent series, dealer's
1,500
2,000
stock in cylinder blocks with multiple date & plate no varieties superb UM,
includes Readers Digest strips, various sheetlets, booklets & postcards
with some explanatory notes for this series, useful dealer or online trader
lot, STC ±R9,000. (stockbook)
South Africa Republic: 1993-97 6th Definitive - 60c Cape Hunting Dog,
600
900
exceptional lot of 9 x SW corner blocks of 9, 3rd stamp with ENGLISH
INSCRIPTION OVER LATIN NAME variety superb UM, ideal stock for
dealer, online trader or exchanges, SG 812/812a cat £225 (= R4,500),
SACC 834/834d cat R2,250. (9 blocks)
South Africa Republic: 1995 Rugby World Cup x 5 complete Presentation
750
900
Packs containing the set in sheetlets plus m/sheet UM, both booklets, set
of FDC's, set of 16 Post Cards plus set of 9 Maxicards, cat ±R4,500, face
value of mint stamps only is R1,150+. (box file)
South Africa Republic: 1966-85 Duplicated range of Christmas Stamps in
450
550
complete sheetlets (38) fairly complete for the period, Easter Stamps in
sheets, sheetlets & panes (19 items ex 1969-81 period), plus some Family
Stamps & various other related oddments including Danish Christmas
issues, mostly fine & UM. (sleeve)
South West Africa: 1900-80 Stock book containing most sets for this
3,500
4,500
period, many with duplicates, mostly MM. Cat R19,000 (1 album)
South West Africa: 1901-87 Collection LMM (some UM) & FU in ring file,
750
1,000
includes some GSWA Yacht low values, 1931 Definitive part set etc,
post-1980 sets in cylinder blocks, also of note are multiples of 1937 1½d
Mail Train with some UM, cat ±£500 (= R10,000). (album)
South West Africa: 1923 (ovpt Type I) KGV 10s pair overprinted vertically
12,000
18,000
SPECIMEN superb LMM, SG only lists SPECIMEN set in singles @ £1,700
(= R34,000), SACC cat R150,000 as set in pairs, an exceptionally scarce
item. (pair)
South West Africa: 1923 (ovpt Type I) KGV £1 pair overprinted SPECIMEN
12,000
20,000
superb LMM, SG only list SPECIMEN set in singles @ £1,700 (= R34,000),
SACC cat R150,000 as set in pairs, an exceptionally scarce item. (pair)
South West Africa: 1923 (Ovpt Type Ia - Litho) KGV 1/3d SE corner Plate
5,000
6,000
No 1 pair VF LMM, SG 8b cat £85+ (= R1,700+) as ordinary pair, SACC 8L
cat R20,000 as Plate pair, a very scarce item. (pair)
South West Africa: 1924-26 (Ovpt Type VIa - 'South West' 16½mm long)
5,000
7,000
KGV ½d (SG 29) top marginal gutter block of 8 superb UM, including 2
varieties - (i) stamp 5 with 'A' & 'f' of 'Afrika' JOINED AT BASE; (ii) stamp 8
with SPUR under 'u' of 'South', SACC 52 cat R21,000 as UM gutter block, a
very scarce & attractive multiple. (block)
South West Africa: 1924-26 (Ovpt Type VIa - 'South West' 16½ mm long)
4,000
6,000
KGV 1d (SG 30) in gutter block of 8 superb UM with overprint SHIFTED
RIGHT, SACC 53 cat R21,000 as UM gutter block. (block)
South West Africa: 1924-26 (Ovpt Type VI - 'South West' 16mm long) KGV
1,000
1,500
5s & 10s pairs VF LMM, SG 38-39 cat £155 (= R3,100), SACC 49-50
R6,300 but seemingly overpriced thus. (2 pairs)
South West Africa: 1931-77 Small box containing stock of used (& some
200
300
mint) mostly singles partly sorted into glassine bags, includes range of
1961-72 Definitives but not identified by wmk etc, unchecked with possible
postmark interest. (small box)
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South West Africa: 1931-1954 Range of issues incl some in multiples UM
300
400
or LMM, cat £140 (= R2,800). (sleeve)
South West Africa; 1935-89 Collection in pairs & singles in 2 stockbooks
2,000
3,000
VF LMM & UM, nearly complete up to independence, SG 88-537 cat £900
(= R18,000), SACC 115-553 cat R12,400. (2 albums)
South West Africa: 1937 Mail Train complete right pane of 60 VF LMM &
1,500
2,000
UM, some splitting perfs & hinge reinforced affecting 4 pairs only, SG 96
cat £750 (= R15,000), SACC 123 cat ±R7,000. (sheet)
South West Africa: 1937 KGVI Coronation issue, a small collection
200
300
comprising the set complete in blocks of 4 LMM/UM & FU (plus few extra
used pairs & singles with some useful postmarks noted) neatly written up
on album leaves, SG 97-104 cat £20+ (= R400+), SACC cat R300+, plus
more oddments in pairs, blocks, inscriptional pieces etc mostly UM (these
cat SACC R800+), a useful lot for specialist or study. (sleeve)
South West Africa: 1938 Trek cover with 1935-36 Voortrekker Memorial
1,000
1,500
Fund set tied by WINDHOEK cds's, 2d & 3d pairs both with OVERPRINT
SHIFTED DOWN varieties (SACC 121b & 122b), plus 1938 Voortrekker
Centenary Fund & 1938 Commemoration sets tied to reverse by GOBABIS
cds's, most unusual & 1st time we have recorded something this, SG 92-95
& 105-10 cat £280+ (= R5,600+), SACC 119-122b & 132-37 cat R3,000+
but both valuations as used pairs only, minor handling hardly detracts.
(cover)(***Postal only***)
South West Africa: 1941-44 Collection of Large & Bantam War Effort issues
1,200
1,800
in blocks & pairs or units as required in both mint (some UM) & FU, neatly
mounted up on album leaves (plus some singles used to balance the
write-up), with some varieties highlighted, STC £470 (= R10,000), a VF
base for further development or for resale. (album leaves)
South West Africa: 1961-82 Collection of UM sets & official FDC's complete
800
1,200
including 1961-73 Defins in Intersapa album with slip-case, only few later
covers ex 1980 onwards missing, SACC cat R6,200+. (album)
South West Africa: Collection, 1961-76 period LMM & used, 1977-90
300
400
mostly used mounted up on leaves, includes good section of 1st Decimal
Definitives & early commems, cat value up to 1973 only = R4,000+, a
useful base. (springback album)
South West Africa: 1980-89 3rd Definitive Animals in cylinder blocks / strips
600
750
with most date / plate no variations in two stockbooks mostly UM with some
VFU-CTO, original set almost complete in plated strips ex A-D panes
(including details how to identify each pane), ideal dealer stock, SACC cat
R2,000+. (2 albums)
South West Africa: 1980's Collection of covers all with Animals Definitives
1,000
2,000
posted by the collector from post offices across South West Africa,
arranged in alphabetic order in 7 x Prima FDC albums. (medium box)
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South West Africa: 1980 Water Conservation 5c value in IMPERF
7,000
10,000
CONTROL STRIP OF 5 but with the central design from the issued 20c
value, ex PRINTER?S PROOF or TRIAL PRINTING, showing the correct
cyl no 482 for the 5c value tablet (but without the band of colour through
the water emblem at left, as per the issued stamp/s) plus the cyls nos
493-496 as per the issued 20c stamp, superb UM (lot includes issued set of
stamps, cyls, FDC & 1986 SA Stamps Monthly Magazine with details for
reference), previously listed as SACC 378a @ R5,000 for a pair, the cyl
strip would be cat ±R15,000+, A MOST SPECTACULAR & PROBABLY
UNIQUE PIECE. (1 item)
South West Africa - First Flight covers: 1982-89 Duplicated range of 100+
500
1,000
Namib Air official covers from nos 14 to 37 complete, with signed examples
from no 19 onwards, plus 1989 GSWA Flight Anniversary card x 8 all in VF
condition, lot includes some literature. (small box)
South West Africa - Officials: 1951-52 1d in a SW corner block of 4, both
1,000
1,400
pairs with OVERPRINT TRANSPOSED superb UM, SG O24a cat £200 (=
R4,000), SACC 24a cat R4,000. (block)
South West Africa - Officials: 1951-52 1d value in a complete vertical strip
2,500
3,500
of 20 with imprint at base superb UM, rows 1-4 with normal ovpts, rows 5 &
6 with top pair normal & lower pair TRANSPOSED OVPT, rows 7-10
(including inscriptional pair) all with TRANSPOSED OVPTS, SG O24-24a
cat £520++ (= R10,500++), SACC 24-24a cat R10,900+, a very scarce
proving/ exhibition piece. (block)
Southern Africa: Collection of mint (including UM) & used ranges from
800
1,200
pre-Union to RSA, SWA, Rhodesias etc neatly arranged in 2 x 32-page
stockbooks, some useful sets, oddments, Revenues & Cinderellas noted
plus small group of B.C.A. ovpts to 3s used, worth viewing. (2 stockbooks)
Pre-Union, Union, RSA & SWA: 1900-86 Collection of mint with much UM
1,500
2,000
& used, scattered pre-Union & Union period with odd useful pair noted,
fairly comprehensive from 1961 onwards with vast majority being UM &
later period used is CTO, good duplication throughout with up to 10 of each
(often folded back so quantity not obvious), neatly arranged in 4 x 32-page
stockbooks, odd trace of toning affecting some material apparently in top
rows only (& ignored in valuation) but mostly VF condition, an excellent lot.
(wine box)
Southern Africa 1925-60 Extensive collection covering the numerous Royal
2,500
5,000
Visits to South Africa, SWA, Basutoland, Bechuanaland & Swaziland plus
the Rhodesias & the Congo, from 1925 though to 1960 including mint
stamps (much UM with some varieties noted), covers & FDC's (incl SA
1947 FDC signed by the designer, J. Prentice & 1947 Official Presentation
folder signed by Minister of Posts) plus post cards, postmarks, Cinderellas
etc, mostly written up for exhibition in 3 x Ring-22 albums, with some extra
loose items plus a superb batch of related literature etc in 2 box-files, a
wonderful lot with many scarce items noted, viewing is highly
recommended. (small carton)
Southern Rhodesia: 1937 Definitive 1d, PRINTER'S FILE EXAMPLE ex
1,000
1,400
Waterlow archives in a SE corner block of 12 with usual security
punch-holes (2 of which have torn away a little extra paper, not uncommon
on this material). (block)
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Swaziland: Collection of mint (much UM) with some used, few covers &
FDC's, arranged in stamp mounts in Utile springback album with some
loose material, scattered pre-1948 & post-1971 period with strength in
1962-66 Pictorial Definitives & 1968 Independence ovpt Definitives
including singles, corner/positional blocks, inv wmks, varieties, sheets &
part sheets etc, just these 2 defin sets (as singles) cat £900+ (= R18,000) &
inv wmks cat £3,200+ (= R64,000+) excluding other issues, extras &
varieties, a superb lot for the specialist or dealer. (album & sleeve)
Swaziland 1963-2012 Batch of 46 commercial & mostly registered covers
including official Registered Envelopes with a wide variety of cancels, h/s's,
cachets, postal rates & stamps, 7 items are ±A4 size, mostly in fine
condition, an unusual assembly. (flat box)
Swaziland: 1968 Independence ovpt Definitive 5c Widow Bird in a SW
corner block of 4 with INVERTED WMK superb UM, SG 194w cat £260 (=
R5,200), clearly quite scarce. (block)(***Postal only***)
Swaziland: 1984 Surcharges, the set of 10 values complete including all
types, perfs & date imprints, in matched SW bottom marginal control/
imprint/ gutter strips of 6 superb UM, SG 471-476a cat £470+ (= R9,500)
as singles excluding any premium for these positional pieces, a very scarce
assembly. (stock pages)
Switzerland: 1923 10c ?Tell? in horizontal gutter pair with punch-hole,
superb used with ZURICH cds?s, Zum S22 cat SF1,500 (= R26,500), a
scarce item. (pair)
Switzerland: 1927-75 Collection in 2 Davo hingeless pre-printed albums
mostly VF LMM, early period mostly missing but fairly complete from 1948
onwards. Also includes some Swiss International Organization sets.
Includes Mi 222-1066 cat ?730 (= R12,500). (2 albums)
Thematics - Topicals: Selection of 5 books comprising The Great Steam
Trek in SA (by Lewis & Jorgensen, 2nd edition 1984), The Great Book of
Trains (by Hollingworth & Cook, 1987), The Spirit of Steam in SA (by Smith
& Bourne, 1987), Electric & Diesel Locomotives of SA (by Zurnamer, 1987),
The First 75 Years of SATS (in Afrikaans, 1985) plus 7 x SA Railways
magazine ex 1987-89 period, mostly in fine condition, a great lot for the
railway enthusiast. (small wine box)
Transkei: 1976 Proof of the Independence FDC 1.1 unfolded envelope
(without gum on backflap), plus a piece of the gold foil with full impression
of the cachet (note FDC no at SE, which is at NW on issued FDC), plus a
proof of the front cover of Collector Sheet 1.1a in black on thin glossy board
(finally issued in green), with normal FDC & Collector Sheet for comparison
& display, quite possibly a unique assembly. (5 items)
Transvaal 1878-1909 (some odds pre-1878) collection of mint (with much
UM), used & few covers, accumulated over a number of years but never
fully sorted or written up, lots of VF UM multiples & panes including control
pieces, also 3 x Specimens, lot of Fournier forgeries, numerous varieties,
postage dues, postmarks etc, a superb assembly that should be viewed to
be appreciated, huge catalogue value. (ring album)
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Transvaal - Pietersburg: 1901 Superb original collection starting with a pair
of the 1d & 2d Essays in blue on white paper (light tone spotting) followed
by 38 singles all signed (some used, others mint) plus 5 unsigned & ½d
block of 12 all signed, then complete unsigned panes of 20 for 2d (1st
printing with '2' INVERTED) & later printing, plus 4d (some damage &
repaired), plus 1d complete pane all signed with bottom 2 rows cancelled, a
VF lot mounted up in springback album. (album)
United Nations: 1951-80 Collection of mint mostly UM including some
blocks & odd used plus some covers, neatly written up on leaves in stamp
mounts in 2 large 4-ring albums, includes scarce 1955 Anniv m/sheet UM &
on plain FDC, appears to be fairly comprehensive, STC ?2,000 (=
R34,000), an attractive collection. (2 albums)
United Nations - New York: 1951-2004 Superb fairly complete UM
collection on Borek hingeless pre-printed pages in 4 lever arch files,
includes many m/sheets plus 1980's Flag issues in singles, pairs, blocks &
sheetlets, cat ?2,100 (= R 36,000). (4 albums)
United Nations - Geneva: 1969-94 Fairly complete UM collection in Borek
pre-printed hingeless album, includes many m/sheets & sheetlets, cat ?388
(= R6,700). (album)
United Nations-Vienna 1979-2004 Virtually complete UM collection in 2
Borek pre-printed hingeless albums, some pages duplicated with extra
sets, includes many m/sheets & sheetlets, cat ?1,290 (= R 22,000). (2
albums)
USA: 1975-84 Collection of 40 covers mounted in 2 special pre-printed
albums, about half being USA issues & others ex various countries, all
relating to the USA Bicentennial, a clean lot. (2 albums)
Vatican City: 1929-69 Most sets for this period (plus some Papal States)
with many duplicates in stockbook, mint & used, also some 1960's FDCs,
cat ±R3,000. (album)
Vatican: 1933-94 Fine collection mostly superb UM in 3 pre-printed
hingeless albums, includes some early high value issues, Mi 17-912 cat
?2,100+ (= R36,000), well worth viewing. (3 albums)
World: 1899-Thematic collection of "Telegraphs & Telegrams" comprising
mint (incl UM, see scan of SG AT1 for example), used, covers, unused &
used telegram forms, postmarks etc, partly written up for exhibition on
leaves in protective sleeves, some extra loose items & literature included,
an unusual lot. (ring file)
World - Thematics/Topicals: Various collections in mint (much UM) &/or
used including sets, singles, m/sheets plus some booklets & covers, neatly
arranged on leaves for exhibition in 6 files or in 3 stockbooks, themes are
Aircraft, African Musical Instruments, Animals, Birds, Cats, Dancing &
Dancers, Dogs, Famous People, Fish, Flowers, Lace Making,
Mountaineering, Music, Ships, Skiing & Space, condition mostly fine but
some foxing noted in stockbooks, should be viewed. (large carton)
World: Old-time lot in 7 albums with mostly earlier used material (some a
bit sparse) plus cigar box & sweet tin with stamps partly sorted into
envelopes, batch of postal history & pre-1960 FDC's, plus sleeve with USA
1986 Year pack & plastic bag with Rhodesia & Zimbabwe FDC's (virtually
the only modern material in the lot), well worth viewing. (large wine box)
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World: A diverse accumulation of mint, used & covers etc, a worldwide
250
350
spread with some useful covers noted, also some RSA material but many
other countries that make this lot worth checking. (small carton)
World: Large accumulation of early to modern material appears to be
1,000
1,600
mostly used with few FDC's & booklets noted, partly sorted into envelopes,
sleeves, sorting trays etc, packed in 6 smaller boxes, completely original &
unchecked, some literature also noted, plus 5 stockbooks but many stamps
damaged from previous "home-made" stockbooks using sticky tape &
discounted completely, careful viewing & sorting should be rewarding
(weighs 7.7kgs). (large & small carton)
World: Late 1800 to early 1900's Postal Stationery Postal Cards & picture
200
300
post cards comprising 200+ items from Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, France, GB, Netherlands, Romania, Switzerland, Sweden &
USA. Some cards have filing punch holes. Overall condition is mixed to
very fine. (230 cards)
World: 1850-1960's mixed accumulation including Australia & States, other
British Commonwealth, Czechoslovakia, Great Britain, South West Africa,
Switzerland (with some early complete sets), plus selection of Postage
Dues in stockbook LMM & FU, useful stock for dealer &/or exchanges,
STC ?1,130 + £390 (= R27,000). (album)
World: 1898-2000 Thematic collection of "Christmas" comprising mint (incl
UM), used, booklets, covers, Postal Stationery, Airletters, FDC's, post
cards, postmarks etc with odd interesting item noted (see scan for e.g.),
mostly written up for exhibition on leaves in protective sleeves, some extra
loose items & literature included, an attractive lot. (ring file)
World: 1900-1950's Accumulation including German Reich, German states
& colonies, Germany DDR, Netherlands & some Commonwealth sets in
stock book, LMM & FU, also includes some Postage Due sets m/sheets,
would suit collector, dealer or online trader, cat ±R78,000, worth careful
examination. (album)
World: 1900-70's Large early to not-so-modern accumulation of mostly
used stamps with some mint noted, partly sorted by country into envelopes,
an original lot completely unchecked by us, careful sorting will be
rewarding, weighs 6kgs. (large carton)
World: 1900-70 Collection of postmarks many ex Australian States (fine lot
of TPO strikes & Barred Numerals) & various Commonwealth countries
plus some foreign, in 16-page A5 stockbook, worth closer viewing. (small
stockbook)
World : 1900-70's accumulation mostly used in 6 stockbooks containing
Australia, Austria, Germany East, Israel, Italy, Singapore LMM & FU, plus
some SA P/Dues & Cinderellas, cat ±R6,500. (6 albums)
World: 1900-1980 Mixed accumulation in stockbook containing Austria,
Cyprus, Germany, Liberia, Luxembourg, Monaco, Mozambique &
Mozambique Company, Nyassa, San Marino & USA, LMM & FU, STC
±?615 (= R10,500). (album)
World: 1905-70's Early to not-too-modern collection of 3,000 to 4,000
picture post cards neatly housed in 11 post card albums, wide variety of
countries & themes, condition appears to be good, unchecked for
postmarks, viewing is recommended, (2 cartons)
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World: 1905-70's Early to not-too-modern collection of picture post cards
1,000
2,000
(balance of previous lot) but not in albums, estimated to be another 3,000
to 4,000 cards but probably more, again a wide variety of countries &
themes, condition appears to be mixed to fine, unchecked for postmarks
etc, viewing is recommended, (2 cartons)
World - Literature: Batch of 2nd-hand catalogues etc comprising SG
500
750
Commonwealth 1997 (2 volumes complete), 1998 SG World (2 volumes
complete), 1985 SG Elizabethan, 1970-71 Stamp Encyclopaedia (6
volumes complete), plus 1951 Postage Stamps (by Williams) & 1972 World
of Stamps (by Blair), offers a wealth of information. (large carton)
World: 1960-80's Batch of 110+ airmail covers from New Zealand, New
300
400
Caledonia, Nepal, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines & Poland all
posted to South Africa in albums, some useful thematics noted. (2 albums)
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